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Do you want a tried and tested way to engage anyone?Do you want to learn how to turn an
argument into an opportunity?Do you want more meaningful relationships with your colleagues,
your clients, your spouse, your children, and your friends?In his meticulously researched book,
based on fascinating and compelling studies in the fields of psychology and neuroscience, New
York Times bestselling author Dan Solin shows you exactly how to make deeper connections
with anyone.Dan has shared this transformative research with thousands of people across North
America, Europe and Australia, helping them change their relationships for the better.The
lessons in Ask are easy to understand and put into practice.Dan’s investing books changed the
way people around the globe invested.Ask will change the way people around the globe connect.

...well constructed and elegantly written......entertaining, easy-to-read......Solin's deceptively
simple premise is solid.Smart, succinct, and highly engaging.-Kirkus Reviews Dan Solin is an
accomplished and adept communicator whom I have known personally and professionally for
more than 20 years. In Ask: How to Relate to Anyone, he blends real-life insights with peer-
reviewed research to explain why becoming the most interested person in the room, instead of
the most interesting, is the key to fostering stronger connections. For anyone seeking to master
the art of building enduring relationships, consider this one of your essential guidebooks.- Dave
Butler, Co-CEO of Dimensional Fund Advisors LP Dan Solin's ASK: How to Relate to Anyone is
a brilliant fusion of the academic and the actionable, of research findings and real-life strategies.
Solin offers succinct, engaging summaries of findings from the fields of positive psychology,
communication, and neuroscience. His genius lies in demonstrating Why and How those
findings can be easily adopted by leaders, advisors, teachers and anyone else who strives to be
of use to other human beings.- Moira Somers, Ph.D., C.Psych., Author of Advice that SticksAn
engaging book that provides thoughtful, actionable, and perhaps most importantly, evidence-
backed insights that reveal what each of us can do to improve our ability to relate to others.-
David Hoffeld, Author of The Science of SellingAbout the AuthorDan Solin is the New York
Times bestselling author of the Smartest series of investing books and The Smartest Sales
Book You'll Ever Read. Dan's books have been widely praised by The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal, The Library Journal, Vanguard co-founder John Bogle and many financial
columnists, authors and others. He has appeared o¬n The Early Show, The O'Reilly Factor,
MSNBC's Week-end Economic Review, Fox Business and CNN's Money, and has been
interviewed o¬n many radio programs, including USA, CBS, ABC and o¬n a number of regional
NPR stations. He has shared the research in Ask with thousands of people in North America,
Europe and Australia. Dan and his wife, Patricia, an artist, reside in Bonita Springs, FL. Visit his
website at: askdansolin.com. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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AskHow to Relate to AnyoneDaniel R. SolinSilvercloud Publishing,
LLCContentsAcknowledgmentsPrefaceIntroductionI. Why Ask?1. What Really Makes Us
Happy?2. Self Help or Self Harm?3. Ever Try to Engage a Goldfish?II. A SIMPLE CHANGE IN
FOCUS WITH A HUGE IMPACT4. Can Curiosity Feed the Cat?5. Where Are You on This
Spectrum?6. Are You for Real?III. Wait Till You Hear This!7. Is It All about You?8. What’s the Best
Advice about Giving Advice?9. Can You Flip the Switch?IV. A Perfect Trifecta10. Is There a
Seventh Sense?11. What to Ask?12. What If You Had No Feelings?V. The Payoff Is Worth The
Challenge13. Can You Overcome the Negative?14. What’s the Best Way to Turn Conflict into
Collaboration?15. Did You Learn to Ask?16. What Do You Want to Ask?Also by Daniel R.
SolinAbout the AuthorEndnotesAsk - Copyright © Daniel R. Solin, 2020Silvercloud Publishing,
LLCBonita Springs, FL 34134Library of Congress Control Number: 2020906248Solin,Daniel
R.Ask/Daniel R. SolinIssued also as ePub, ePDF and mobiebooks.Includes bibliographical
references and index.Cover design: James Jones Book Design -Interior layout: Tracy Atkins -
eBook layout: Danielle H. Acee,Printed in the United States of AmericaPublisher’s Cataloging-in-
Publication dataFirst EditionAll Rights Reserved. This publication may not be reproduced, stored
in a retrieval system, or transmitted in whole or in part, in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise – with the exception of a reviewer who may
quote brief passages in a review to be printed in a newspaper or magazine – without prior written
permission from the publisher.This publication contains the opinions and ideas of its author and
is designed to provide useful advice in regard to the subject matter covered. The author and
publisher are not engaged in rendering social, counseling, psychological, psychiatric, medical,
diagnostic, or other professional services in this publication. This publication is not intended to
provide a basis for action in particular circumstances without consideration by a competent
professional. The author and publisher expressly disclaim any responsibility for any liability, loss
or risk, personal or otherwise, which may be incurred as a consequence, directly or indirectly, of
the use and application of any of the contents of this book.For permission requests, quantity
sales, branding opportunities, strategic alliances, partnerships, media inquiries, speaking
engagements, and orders by U.S. trade bookstores and wholesalers, please contact:Dan
Solin(239) 949-1606To those of you who attended my sessions and provided feedback, you
were the inspiration for this book.AcknowledgmentsMy ThanksIt takes a village to write a book. I
benefited greatly from the wisdom of some wonderful people. I could not have written this book
without them.I had the pleasure of working with D. Olson Pook, an extraordinary developmental
editor. He worked tirelessly (and patiently) to refine my initial concept and sharpen my
thinking.My wife, Patricia A. Solin, is a wonderful artist and excellent editor. She has journeyed
with me through this book, my previous books, and my life. With every draft, her edits honed the
message, kept me on track, intensified my focus, and made the final manuscript as relatable as
possible.I also benefited from the excellent comments of my daughter-in-law, Mandy Solin, my



friend, Joel McFarland, MD, my consulting neuroscientist, Jocelyne Whitehead, Joy Xiang, who
formatted the endnotes, Mary H. Eagan, my proofreader, and my author’s assistant, Danielle
Acee.In the end, the responsibility for any errors is mine alone.PrefaceAsk is a journey we will
take together.Have you ever wondered why a meeting went so badly? Or why you have such
trouble developing a meaningful relationship with certain people in your business and personal
life? Or why you aren’t more successful?I’ve spent years researching those issues, motivated by
my own experiences. Here’s what I found.It’s not about us. It’s not about trying to be witty,
charming or entertaining. It’s not about conveying information or demonstrating expertise. It’s
about listening to others and asking them questions.I used to believe what I was saying was
more important than what I was hearing. Instead of really listening, I was just waiting for the other
person to stop talking. I had an agenda and was eager to convey it.As a consequence, my
interactions with others were like two billiard balls bouncing off each other. Making contact
sometimes just drove the other person further away.Do you ever have a similar feeling?Then I
did some research. What I found was stunning.When we empower others to talk about
themselves, the brain activity in those people is similar to when they’re engaged in their most
pleasurable activities. Talking about yourself releases certain hormones that make you feel good.
Doing so causes you to project traits of likeability and trustworthiness onto the person who
encourages you to talk.Conversely, trying to persuade someone about anything releases
cortisol, the stress hormone. Even worse, talking non-stop about anything for more than just a
few minutes can make the other person feel diminished and trivialized. It can even cause them to
experience the same hormonal response as when they are in physical pain.Could improving
relationships be as simple as talking less while empowering the other person to talk more?
Could focusing on others in a genuine and sincere way, and getting them to talk about
themselves, be the key? And if that’s true, just how difficult is it for us to sublimate our egos,
abandon our agenda, and implement these basic principles?Compelling research is great, but
can it be implemented in the real world?I’ve spent the past four years speaking about my
findings to thousands of people all over the world. Initially, my audience was composed of
investment advisors. They reported a massive increase (over $1 billion in new assets under
management) by using the basic principles discussed in this book. I then branched out and
started speaking to those engaged in other businesses. Their response was similar.Ask had a
surprising collateral benefit. Many who implemented my findings told me their personal
relationships with friends, family, and especially their children, were transformed.Here’s one
particularly poignant example. After one of my talks, a member of the audience approached me
and said he was about to go to lunch with his son. They had been estranged because the father
wanted the son to become an investment advisor, and the son wanted to pursue a career as a
musician. He asked if these principles would be effective in the context of the lunch. I told him I
was confident he could change his relationship with his son by just asking thoughtful questions
and putting aside his own agenda.Later, he wrote me a touching e-mail, telling me the lunch
went “great.” All he did was ask his son questions about his music. He listened carefully to the



responses, and then asked follow-up questions. His son spoke for almost all the time they were
together. The father refrained from offering any advice.At the end of the lunch, they embraced,
and both were teary-eyed (as was I when I read his e-mail). They may never agree on the right
career path, but they have newfound respect for each other.I’ve received this type of positive
feedback hundreds of times.In my own life, implementing my findings has increased my level of
personal happiness and deepened my relationships. People project the nicest qualities onto me,
like kindness, thoughtfulness and insight, whenever I encourage them to talk about
themselves.The next logical step in my journey was to share that research with everyone. So I
began to write Ask.If you’re interested in reading the underlying studies, you can find them in the
Endnotes. If you’re reading the e-book version, you can click on the links for more details.Before
you turn the page to start learning about Ask, I want to share one caveat: what you’ll find
in Ask won’t solve all your relationship issues. But implementing Ask will immediately transform
those relationships you want to improve, and make every day of your life (and the lives of those
with whom you interact) happier and more positive.At the end of this journey, you really will be
able to relate to anyone.IntroductionAsk is easy to understand and intuitively obvious, but it
takes some effort to implement. At a reception for a recent event where I spoke to an audience
about how they could use Ask, I was reminded how difficult this could be.A young woman
approached and introduced herself. She was an investment advisor based on the West Coast. I
asked her to tell me about herself and how she had decided to pursue a career in finance, a
historically male-dominated profession.She answered briefly, and then said, “Dan, I want to write
a book. Can you tell me how you got started, and what that journey has been like for you?” I was
flattered by the question. Before I realized it, I began a long soliloquy in which I gave her far more
information than she probably wanted.I fell into the trap I just spent over an hour telling others to
avoid. Mercifully, I realized what was happening, and quickly pivoted to ask her to tell me more
about the book she wanted to write.The balance of our conversation proceeded with her talking
about a subject close to her heart, and with me asking more questions.Here’s what struck me
from this encounter: I teach the importance of asking questions, but I’m not immune to the
pleasure we all derive from talking about ourselves. Staying focused on the other person is a
critical part of Ask.That incident brought home how challenging focusing intently on others can
be. It reinforced my conviction that everyone might benefit if I summarized my research in an
easy-to-use way.Here’s how we can take this journey together.In Part One, we’ll identify an
elusive but achievable goal – becoming happier. We’ll uncover some strategies that work and
others to avoid. Some findings are surprising; others are counterintuitive.Did you know you might
be happier and more successful with low self-confidence? Or that positive thinking may make it
less likely we’ll reach our goals? Research has conclusively shown there’s one surprising factor
in our lives that’s a predictor for both happiness and health. We’ll explore what it is and how to
nurture it.In Part Two, we’ll discuss traits most of us need to improve in order to implement Ask
successfully. For example, few of us realize how essential self-awareness is to improving our
relationships. We can better understand its importance through the lens of the differences



between introverts and extroverts.In Part Three, we’ll explore the neuroscience and psychology
research underlying Ask, and show how to use those findings to improve your interactions in
every context.Ever wonder why it can feel so counter-productive to explain your point of view or
offer advice? Or why it’s so difficult to persuade others that our point of view is “right?”In Part
Four, we’ll focus on the compelling role emotions play in relationships. We’ll harness this
knowledge to deepen your relationships.In Part Five, we’ll look at the kind of roadblocks that
routinely crop up when implementing Ask, and offer suggestions for dealing with them. We’ll also
explore difficult situations where you can apply Ask to ease tension and generate immediate
goodwill.Let’s get started. A big change is about to happen.Part IWhy Ask?How much of your
happiness is within your control?1What Really Makes Us Happy?If you want others to be happy,
practice compassion. If you want to be happy, practice compassion.–Dalai LamaWhen it comes
to happiness, about the only thing researchers agree on is that it’s a worthy goal. There’s
disagreement about what it is, how to achieve it, and even how much happiness is enough.
Behind the philosophical questions, there’s an even more pragmatic one: How much control do
we have over our happiness?This question has been exhaustively studied, and the findings are
quite revealing. The advice offered in Ask is modeled on this research.Good newsIn her book,
The How of Happiness: A Scientific Approach to Getting the Life You Want, Sonja Lyubomirsky
concluded that 50% of the variance in happiness is determined by our genes, and an additional
10% is determined by circumstances, leaving 40% within our control. The 50% number emerged
out of , as well as of , which revealed that humans have natural “starting points” for their
happiness.The researchers found recent accident victims reported more happiness from
everyday pleasures (chatting with a friend, watching television, laughing at a joke) than lottery
winners, although the differences were small. The authors of the study noted that “the paraplegic
rating of present happiness is still above the midpoint of the scale and … the accident victims
did not appear nearly as unhappy as might have been expected.”Even in dire circumstances, we
retain the ability to control a meaningful portion of our level of happiness.Importantly, research
also uncovered that only 10% of the variance in happiness is determined by our
circumstances.David Schkade and Daniel Kahneman found that while many people believe that
changing external circumstances (like or ) might make them happier, over time the impact is
statistically insignificant.This 50/10/40 formula is often misinterpreted as demonstrating that we
have the ability to control 40% of our level of happiness. But that’s not what Lyubomirsky
discovered. Her percentages why there is a difference in happiness levels between different
people.If my happiness level is a 10 out of 10 and yours is an 8, half of that two-point difference
might be attributable to genetics, but almost the same amount is attributable to factors you can
control. While a 10 might be out of reach, 9 is certainly within your grasp.So how do we harness
the remaining 40% of the happiness variance that is within our control? We can shape our
happiness whether it’s behavioral (exercise), cognitive (“counting one’s blessings”), or volitional
(striving for a goal).Happiness researchers note that while circumstances (like being married)
don’t make you happy, your actions in those circumstances do: a husband can buy his wife



flowers (behavioral), appreciate her positive qualities (cognitive), and even engage in her
favorite pursuits (volitional).Todd Kashdan, professor of psychology at George Mason University,
observes that environmental factors can “,” affecting our happiness. Although genetics might
have played a meaningful role earlier in our lives, as we age, our life experiences have far more
influence on our thoughts, feelings, and behavior. Because we’re older, we’re also more skilled at
pursuing activities that bring us happiness. The takeaway is our happiness is malleable and
partially within our control.One researcher aptly summed up the situation by concluding that “” in
the way the universe is subject to the laws of physics. Instead of applying an overly simplistic
formula for how much happiness we control, let’s focus instead on how to have a positive impact
on it.Happiness hacksI like to divide my life into two buckets – things I can control and things I
can’t. I try to focus on the former and spend as little time as possible on the latter. Researchers
recommend this strategy. But into how best to implement activities that you find improve your
happiness:Make them episodic. Habitual non-varying activities don’t improve your happiness.
Researchers say you should only perform meaningful activities that keep you feeling fresh and
make you feel good. The same exercise routine at the same time of day might be convenient, but
over time it will not make you as happy as switching your walking route or varying the time of day
you go for a run.Make them varied. This reduces the likelihood of an activity becoming routine to
the point of becoming a “habit treadmill,” and keep it pointed towards genuine happiness.
Runners might try switching things up and go for a hike or swim; walkers should add lifting
weights or stretching to the mix.Make them fit. Activities that bring you happiness match your
interests and skill levels so you can perform them and find them intrinsically rewarding. Activities
that are our “signature strengths” often bring us happiness, whether it’s knitting, woodworking, or
even just reading. But the match can go beyond just the type of activity. Later, I’ll talk about the
research into introverts and extroverts, but for now it’s worth noting that extroverted knitters find
even more happiness in a knitting circle, but introverts might find their happiness sapped if they
were forced to join a group.Make an effort. Researchers stress you must make an effort to be
happy – not just initiating the activity, but carrying it out and maintaining it over time. Make it .
Find the time to pick up the knitting needles, schedule a date to meet with other knitters, and
complete the sweater you are making. Goal completion is important. Once you put the final
touches on, you’re more likely to seek out the next challenge that leads to even more
happiness.Take charge of your happiness and make increasing it a priority. Everything within
Ask is within your control, fits within these recommendations, and involves daily activities that
play a critical role in improving your happiness level.Health hacksIf you’re in poor health, it’s
difficult to take steps to become happier.Unfortunately, some aspects of our health are beyond
our control, like a genetically inherited condition, access to quality health care, and adverse
environmental conditions. On the flip side, there are many choices we can make that positively
impact our health. In John Medina’s Brain Rules, he argues that one of the greatest predictors of
achieving happiness and aging successfully is whether or not you live a sedentary lifestyle.The
difference between pushing a walker while staring vacantly ahead in a nursing home, and



thriving physically and mentally as you age is directly related to exercise. outperformed couch
potatoes in cognitive tests measuring long-term memory, reasoning, attention, problem-solving
skill, and “fluid intelligence tasks” (which test the ability to reason quickly and improvise). You’ll
need a clear head to form goals and act on them. And what’s true for seniors is true at every
age.Some people are deterred from exercising because they believe only very strenuous
exercise is beneficial. Not true.Moderate exercise is better than no movement at all. benefits the
brain. The “gold standard” is aerobic exercise for 30 minutes, two to three times a week. If you
increase that recommendation to a 20-minute walk each day, your risk of a stroke decreases by
over 50%, and the danger of developing heart disease and diabetes is also greatly reduced.The
benefits aren’t just physical. Exercise has been shown to be successful in treating depression
and anxiety. Aerobic activity just twice a week . Add in weight training, and you’ll get . In Medina’s
words, “Physical activity is cognitive candy.”Can we eat our way to happiness?You have no
doubt heard so much about the relationship between diet and health that you’ve become numb
to it. Here’s a fact from the that may surprise you: an unhealthy diet contributes to approximately
678,000 deaths each year in the U.S.Did you know and that you may be consuming 46 hidden
teaspoons of sugar a day? Or that eating more fruit can improve your ? Or that 90 percent of
Americans consume , which raises blood pressure and contributes to heart disease?The irony is
that it’s relatively simple to understand what constitutes a healthy diet. .Changing our exercise
and eating habits can be challenging. But it’s a no-brainer measured against the cost of not
doing so.Helping yourself by helping othersBeing kind and compassionate is a quick and easy
path to increased happiness.The Dalai Lama observed that “.”You don’t need to be the Dalai
Lama to practice compassion and reap the benefits. Opportunities abound: stopping a car to
help an elderly woman navigate a busy street safely; giving a compliment to a colleague or
friend; or sending a note expressing gratitude to someone who impacted your life in a positive
way.The feelings of satisfaction and happiness felt by those engaged in kind and caring behavior
are supported by many studies. There’s compelling research that “.” Kindness has been shown
to reduce depression, promote better physical health, and increase positive feelings we have
about ourselves.One study from the United Kingdom found communities where more people
volunteered had “.” The researchers observed a link “.” In short, is a net gain. It reduces stress
and prepares us to be happy. Our brains actually find it more pleasurable to be compassionate
than to be selfish.Disconnect to be happierHere’s a shocking statistic: said they would rather
give up sex for a week (or even brushing their teeth) than go without their mobile devices. Most
people check their smartphones , or on average, eighty times a day.Our compulsion to stay
connected and push the limits of what we can accomplish materially impacts our energy levels.
It’s stressing us out and detracting from our happiness.Sleep is another area we can examine.
What’s the trade-off between sleep and being more productive?There’s evidence that . That
seems counterintuitive, yet it was the finding of a study that looked at the sleep habits of eleven
healthy students on the Stanford University men’s varsity basketball team. Increasing the
number of hours the participants slept to ten hours a night significantly improved their free-throw



percentages and overall accuracy. Other studies found a positive impact of naps on the
performance of .It's not just athletes and individuals in high-stakes jobs who benefit from more
rest and less stress. Employees from all industries who take more vacations are more
productive. Those who take at least eleven of their vacation days are more likely to receive a
bonus or raise. According to the , “.”Vacations are great, but what can you do for the other fifty
weeks of the year? There’s actually a growing body of research that points to the positive impact
of meditation.Meditation has been discussed in . Its benefits include , . Meditation can also and
levels. Those who meditate experience than those who don’t.A number of apps are available to
get you started. Some of the better-known ones are The Mindfulness App, Headspace, Calm,
10% Happier, and Breathe.The grateful headWhen I asked a friend how he was doing, here’s
what he said: “Every day I sit down for my morning coffee and contemplate my day, and I’m
grateful.”He’s on to something. The practice of gratitude can make a powerful contribution to
your happiness.The benefits of gratitude are well-researched. found being consciously grateful
maximized the participants’ level of contentment. Those who expressed gratitude were also
more physically fit and had fewer health issues than those who didn’t. Other long-lasting include
improved relationships and an overall increase in happiness.One of the most vivid examples of
the impact of showing gratitude is found in . Participants were asked to call someone who made
a positive contribution in their life and express their gratitude. Those who did increased their
level of happiness (from the beginning to the end of the experiment) as much as twenty percent.
The biggest increase in happiness came from the person who was the least happy initially.It’s
easy to start the practice of gratitude. Keep track of all the positive things in your life. Even better,
express those feelings to family and friends. Take the time to write a note to acknowledge the
importance of someone in your life. It can have an outsized impact on your level of happiness –
and theirs.All of these elements contribute to our happiness, but we haven’t yet touched on the
most important one.What’s more important than genetics?Happiness involves a lot of different
ingredients, but one factor plays a paramount role. According to a that has been ongoing for
almost eighty years, nothing is more important than healthy, meaningful relationships. Nurturing
relationships makes us happier and healthier. This connection is so powerful that having solid
relationships at age fifty was a better predictor of physical health thirty years later than
cholesterol levels.The study also found those with high marital satisfaction had better mental
health, were less depressed, and had better cognitive ability. One of the researchers summed
up the findings in stark terms: .” The researchers found the role of genetics was less important
than the level of satisfaction with relationships in midlife.Healthy relationships also correlate
with . Good relationships are plainly the key to a longer, happier life.While the goal of having
positive relationships is crucial, most of the studies never discuss this critical issue: How do you
do it?Fortunately, there’s solid research in the fields of psychology and neuroscience that
provide a science-based roadmap to improved relationships. What really struck me was how
easily the research could be understood and implemented.I took the disparate studies and
identified the underlying actions that were scientifically proven to have a positive impact on all



interactions. Ask is the result.What’s the point?We have meaningful control over our
happiness.2Self Help or Self Harm?For every complex problem, there’s a solution that is simple,
neat, and wrong.–H.L. MenckenIf you want to transform your relationships it’s important to look
beyond simplistic advice. Ask is based on science, not unsupported musings.Too good to be
true?Steven Novella, an academic clinical neurologist at the Yale University School of Medicine,
observed that “the big sellers in the self-help industry seem to be completely disconnected” from
published evidence. According to Dr. Novella, “.”The “common hook” of these books, he notes, is
the flawed view that you can materially improve your life just by thinking about better outcomes.
Much of the advice is demonstrably wrong, but the message and messengers have a certain
appeal – if you are looking for easy solutions to complex problems.Intuitively, we all know that
just reading about improving our lives and increasing our happiness probably won’t result in
genuine change. As one commentator noted, “.”Author and blogger Mark Manson believes many
self-help books . The advice they offer typically isn’t scientifically validated, and worst of all, they
foster “.”Ask is premised on sound, peer-reviewed research. It doesn’t offer quick fixes or set
unrealistic expectations.Simple…and wrongWe all seek simple solutions to complex issues.
Heuristics help explain the appeal of easy solutions.Heuristics are mental shortcuts that permit
us to make quick and efficient judgments. We’re confronted daily with a mountain of data. We
often don’t have the time – or want to make the effort – to crunch that data and make a rational,
evidence-based decision. That’s why we resort to shortcuts.Heuristics aren’t always bad. Some
decisions don’t merit a comprehensive analysis, like which movie you should see. Heuristics are
more problematic when they lead to poor decisions based on inadequate information.When we
employ heuristics to categorize an entire group of people, they may lead us to .Not all truck
drivers are short, fat, and male. Not all professors are tall, bearded, and wear jackets with elbow
patches. We’ve come a long way in changing our language to counter previously common, built-
in stereotypes. Think about past images “Flight attendant” better reflects the reality of that role
today. Few of us are surprised to discover that most professions are well-represented by both
genders.Many people will engage in heuristics rather than take the time to really think through
complex issues. That’s the appeal of many “solutions” commonly offered in self-help books.Is
seeing believing?Some self-help books extol the benefit of “visualizing” your goal. You’ve
probably heard this advice. It tells you to “see” the results you want to achieve, often
accompanied by an appealing motivational phrase like, “” There’s little scientific support for the
notion that simply visualizing a goal makes it more likely you will achieve it.There’s a critical
difference between visualizing results and visualizing the actions it will take to achieve those
results. Nothing illustrates this issue better than a well-publicized debacle that occurred in July,
2012. The event – called “Unleash the Power Within” – was sponsored by famous motivational
speaker Anthony Robbins. caused when they were encouraged to walk barefoot over hot
coals.While the injury to their feet was painful, it paled in comparison to the damage to their
pride and self-esteem. One participant attributed his failure to not being at his “,” and others
blamed themselves for getting burned.The problem for those who got burned wasn’t their



inability to “think positively.” It was their misplaced reliance on visualizing their goals, which they
naively believed .In order to implement meaningful changes in your life, you need to focus on
and stop blaming yourself for things over which you have little or no control.Don’t dream it, be
itThere’s a legitimate role for positive thinking when it’s based on reality. It’s realistic to believe
hard work is often correlated with career advancement. It’s a fantasy to believe buying a lottery
ticket is likely to make you wealthy beyond your wildest dreams.Studies indicate positive
expectations, . Positive fantasies are predictive of low effort and sub-optimal results. As
psychologist Jeremy Dean noted, .”Be skeptical of advice that encourages positive fantasy.
Émile Coué, a French psychologist and pharmacist in the early twentieth century, recommended
repeating, “.” Repeating that mantra might make you feel good, but it won’t actually make you
“better and better.”
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Gigi0305, “Easy read and made me more aware…. This book is an easy read with references to
back up its statements. Since starting it I have been much more mindful of how I engage in
conversations with others and I’m feeling good about the results. Simple and straightforward, it
offers a lot for its short length. Congrats to Daniel Solin for another excellent book.”

TG of Newton, “How to fascinate people. This is one of the best books on improving your
personal and professional life that I’ve read in the past ten years. It’s not just about asking good
questions; it’s about shifting the way you relate to everyone in your life. At its root, the author’s
method (“Ask”) is deceptively simple: make it about the other person, not about you. Knowing
how hard that is to do, he provides practical, memorable ways to do it.This is an extremely easy
read because the author weaves his research findings, personal and professional experiences,
and techniques together seamlessly. Using his ideas in conversations with my wife, kids,
siblings, friends, and clients, I found “Ask” to be fun as well as almost automatically effective.
Given that it is not manipulative (like some communication techniques), I expect that over time it
will improve me as a human being along with my communications and relationships. Read it,
and reap.”

Stephen Messana, “…it works. Thank you, Dan Solin.. The advice in this book is concise and
well organized; is well supported by peer-reviewed psychological research; provides action
points to focus on in real life and in real relationships; And it works. Thank you, Dan Solin.”

Liam, “Some questions you haven't thought of. An excellent insightful read, it makes you think
introspectively....a good thing”

Cliente de Ebook Library, “Awesome. Great book that shows you how to put the other person
first and make you a more interesting person. Fantastic!”

S. J. Main, “Very good self help book. Ask: how to relate to anyone is a self-help book defining
ways where we can establish and maintain long term relationships. The author demonstrates
this ability by using psychology and neuroscience.The book is written well and is easy to follow.
The lesson is to understand and practice behavior that produces opportunities in arguments
rather than destroy a positive outcome.The author believes that we need to listen to others and
ask them questions. He mentions that we think by talking more, we grab the attention, but it’s
actually the opposite. By letting the other person talk, we make them happy, and that causes
them to like us.I thought that the methods and science behind the goals would have slightly
altered due to cultural and religious differences; however, it appeared to gear towards
everyone.The literature and the layout of the book were very well put together. I believe the work
would be more suitable for people who wish to establish or learn how to communicate and build



long-lasting bonds with others.If you are shy, haven’t had a good chance of making friends, or
wish to be in a suitable relationship, this book is for you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Shocked at the results!. The author gave me a complimentary copy of
this book but placed no constraints on any review I agreed to write.I’ve been applying some of
the principles from ASK with my family, friends and clients ---and the results have been
astounding! They think I’m so much more interesting, nicer, empathetic, intelligent--- and lots of
other traits---and all I did was make sure that I stopped talking so much (especially about me)
and focus on them! Instead of always trying to formulate a quick reply to whatever they told me,
(while only half listening to what they said), I listened more intently, and then asked questions in
a way that showed I really cared. Instead of being so quick to offer my opinions or advice---I just
ASKed and ASKed --- and thanks to your insightful book have had some of the deepest, richest
conversations that increased closeness and understanding like you wouldn’t believe. Who
would have thunk it – that something so simple and basic could have such a profound effect!
And the more I do it, the more second nature it becomes. With the help of this great book, I hope
to become a master ASKer because it truly is one of the most effective tools for effective
communication that I’ve ever seen (and I’ve been in the Communications field professionally for
35 years running one of the top DRTV agencies in the country). I wish I had read this book
decades ago – but it’s never too late for an old-timer to learn new tricks, right?”

Tanya, “Sometimes the simplest answers are right in front of us...... Gifted this book by my
employer, but not naturally a 'self help' book type of person, I felt obligated to read it so I
reluctantly placed it on a bathroom shelf. (Can I even say that??!!)A skeptic by nature, I decided
to test the main pretext - Ask questions to improve relationships - with my toughest client, my
oldest adult son, with whom I've had a long-distance, tenuous relationship and with whom I just
can't seem to connect in any meaningful way. I know it sounds cliche, but the very first time I
intentionally planned my conversation to involve sincere questions instead of articulating real,
motherly concerns and giving advice, I was rewarded with information and insight into his life
that I had not previously uncovered...including pictures to support what he was telling me! While
the skeptic in me still says, "This is too good to be true" - the momentum built by that one
thought out conversation, intentionally censored to take out any of my questions or comments
and to truly dip into what he felt and thought held such reward that I'm willing to try it again.
Great stuff.”

The book by Daniel R. Solin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided feedback.
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